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half-lives against �-deay [1℄. Consequently, the reation path in the N,Z plane

follows the valley of stability as skethed in Fig. 1. However, some unstable

nulei are suÆiently long-lived that neutron apture an ompete with �-

deay. These nulei at as branhing points in the reation path of the s

proess. Several suh branhings are indiated in the example of Fig. 1. The

most prominent of these branhings ours at

134

Cs, whereas all others are

omparably weak and have minor impat on the �nal Ba abundanes. Apart

from its strength, the main importane of the

134

Cs branhing lies in the fat

that it determines the abundane ratio of

134

Ba and

136

Ba. Both isotopes are

of pure s-proess origin sine they are shielded from possible r-proess ontri-

butions by their stable Xe isobars. Aordingly, from the reliable quantitative

desription of the branhing valuable information with regard to the physial

onditions during the s proess an be obtained. In the present ase, this refers

to the proper ombination of neutron density and temperature. The sensitivity

to temperature results from the fat that the �rst exited state of

134

Cs starts

to be populated by the hot stellar photon bath at temperatures in exess of

10

8

K. Allowed �-deay from that state results in a strong redution of the

half-life [2℄.

Sine the spei� ativity of

134

Cs is prohibitive for diret measurements, im-

provement of the apture rate an be ahieved by normalizing statistial model

alulations at experimental ross setions for the neighboring isotopes. Au-

rate experimental data for the only stable isotope,

133

Cs, were omplemented

by a �rst measurement on

135

Cs by Jaag et al. [3℄ in a quasi-stellar neutron

spetrum at the stellar thermal energy kT ' 25 keV . However, reent stel-

lar s-proess models require neutron apture rates over a wider temperature

range from kT ' 8 keV to kT ' 26 keV [1,4℄. Therefore, in this work the

neutron apture ross setion was measured at two distint neutron energies

of 30 keV and 500 keV in order to normalize the theoretially alulated ross

setion, whih then an be used to obtain the required rates as a funtion of

temperature.

An additional motivation arises from the fat that

135

Cs is an important �s-

sion produt. Due to its large �ssion yield and its long half-life it ontributes

signi�antly to the long-term hazards of nulear waste. The exat amount of

135

Cs at the end of the fuel yle depends strongly on its neutron apture ross

setion, whih governs its transmutation rate during burn-up. For thermal re-

ators, the (n

th

; ) ross setion has been measured with good auray [5{7℄,

but for fast reators, e.g. for the urrently investigated ADS systems [8℄, this

ross setion has to be known for neutron energies up to 1 MeV.
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Fig. 1. The s-proess path in the Xe-Cs-Ba region, whih inludes the important

branhing point

134

Cs. This branhing determines the isotopi ratio of the s-only

isotopes

134

Ba and

136

Ba, whih are shielded against abundane ontributions from

the r-proess region (indiated by arrows) by their stable Xe isobars. Note that

135

Cs is pratially stable on the time sale of the s proess, but deays afterwards

and ontributes to the �nal

135

Ba abundane.

2 Measurements

2.1 Experimental method

The neutron apture ross setion on

135

Cs was measured relative to that of

gold, using the ativation tehnique. This tehnique o�ers the high sensitiv-

ity, whih is essential sine measurements on radioative isotopes have to be

arried out with very small samples in order to keep the bakground from ra-

dioative deay at a manageable level. In total, four irradiations were arried

out, the �rst three at the Karlsruhe 3.7 MV Van de Graa� aelerator and

the fourth at the TRIGA reator of the University of Mainz. The irradiations

at the Van de Graa� were separated by waiting times of three months, orre-

sponding to seven half-lives of the indued

136

Cs ativity. In order to obtain

omparable statistis, the measurement was arried out by one ativation at

30 keV and two at 500 keV. Eah irradiation lasted for about two weeks and

was followed by two weeks of measurement of the indued ativity. During the

irradiation the gold foils were replaed approximately every three days beause

of the 2.7 d half-life of

198

Au to avoid saturation e�ets in the determination

of integrated neutron ux. Variations in the neutron ux were ontinuously

monitored by a

6

Li-glass detetor.

The last irradiation was arried out with reator neutrons in order to de�ne

the number of

135

Cs nulei in the sample via the well-known thermal neutron

apture ross setion [7℄. Following the reator irradiation, the indued ativity
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup during irradiation. The samples were loated in the

high ux lose to the lithium target, and the distane between target and

6

Li-glass

detetor was 1 m.

was measured using the same detetor setup as for the ativations at 30 keV

and 500 keV. This had the advantage that sample-related orretions, the

detetor eÆieny, and geometry e�ets were aneled out.

2.2 Irradiations

At the aelerator, neutrons were produed via the

7

Li(p,n)

7

Be reation by

bombarding metalli Li targets evaporated onto a 1.0 mm thik Cu baking.

Proton beam urrents were typially kept between 90 and 100 �A. The targets

were ooled using lateral heat ondution through the opper baking to a

surrounding water hannel of 8 mm inner diameter (Fig. 2). The thikness of

the Li targets were 30 and 10 �m for the runs at 30 and 500 keV, respetively.

The Li layers were 6 mm in diameter, equal to the sample. The Cs sample

was sandwihed between gold foils, also 6 mm in diameter and 0.03 mm thik.

The distane of the sample sandwih to the lithium target was 1.5 mm during

the 30 keV run and 8 mm during the 500 keV run.

Fig. 2 shows also the

6

Li-glass detetor, whih was loated 1 m from the target

at 0

Æ

with respet to the beam axis. Before the irradiations, this detetor was

used to selet the proper proton energy by a time of ight (TOF) measure-

ment of the neutron spetrum. For this purpose, the aelerator was operated

in pulsed mode. During the irradiation the detetor served to measure the

neutron yield at regular time intervals. This neutron ux history was used in

the analysis for o�-line orretion of the fration of

135

Cs nulei, whih deayed

already during irradiation.
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2.3 Ativity measurements

The indued ativity of the esium sample was measured with two Clover type

HPGe detetors (Eurisys). Eah detetors ombines four independent n-type

Ge rystals in a ommon ryostat [9℄. The Clover detetors were plaed fae-

to-fae in lose geometry (Fig. 3). The distane between the Al windows of the

detetors was �xed by the sample holder at 5.2 mm. The sample was positioned

exatly in the mid plane of the two Clovers entered on their ommon axis.

The individual Clover rystals were approximately 50 mm in diameter and 70

mm long.

The data aquisition system (DAQ) MPA-WIN (FAST Compte) was used

to store the detetor signals event by event, thus ahieving great exibility

on o�-line analysis [10,14℄. The orresponding output �le onsisted of bloks,

alled "events", eah ontaining eight registers ontaining the energy signals

of the individual rystals. If a hit was registered in one ADC, all other ADCs

were read within a spei�ed oinidene time of 4.1 �s and the whole sequene

was stored as a single event. The absolute peak eÆieny of this setup for the

818.5 keV line in the deay of

136

Cs was �



= (1.069 � 0.017) � 10

�1

[10℄. The

high detetion eÆieny the  spetrometer was instrumental for aumulating

satisfatory statistis from the weak ativities obtained with the minute

136

Cs

sample.

The ativity of the Au foils was measured with a 40 m

3

n-type HPGe detetor.

The Au foils were plaed 76 mm from the window of the detetor. At this

distane, orretions for pile-up or summing e�ets were negligibly small. In

this ase, the absolute peak eÆieny for the 412 keV line from the deay of

198

Au was �



= (2.20 � 0.03) � 10

�3

.

The same detetor was used for measuring the ativity of the Re foil after the

reator irradiation. In this ase, the Re foil had to be plaed at 1 m distane

from the detetor in order to keep the ounting rate suÆiently low.

2.4 Neutron spetra

The neutron energy distributions in the sample were alulated from the dou-

ble di�erential ross setion of the

7

Li(p,n)

7

Be reation using a C++ omputer

ode NYIELD (developed from N. Patronis) based on Ref. [11℄. The ode was

veri�ed by omparison with the experimental neutron spetrum of Ratyn-

ski & K�appeler [12℄ as shown in Fig. 4 and also via the TOF measurements

performed within this experiment. In all ases the alulated spetra were

onsistent with the measurements.
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Fig. 3. Setup of the Clover detetors. The lose geometry required an exat and

reproduible positioning of sample and detetors, whih was ahieved with a speial

sample holder.

The spetrum at E

n

= 30 keV was obtained by adjusting the proton beam

energy to 1892 keV, 11 keV above the reation threshold and by using a thik

Li target. At this energy, the reation kinematis restrit the emitted neutrons

to a forward one with an opening angle of 65

Æ

. For the runs at E

n

= 500 keV,

the proton energy was 2284 keV, where neutrons are emitted in all diretions.

At this energy, the neutron spetrum seen by the sample was determined

by means of the GEANT4 Monte Carlo (MC) ode [13℄. The MC tehnique

was preferred in this ase sine it allows one to determine the e�et of the

bakground neutrons for the spei� experimental setup, inluding the proper

angular distribution of the soure neutrons. The resulting neutron spetra for

the 30 keV and 500 keV runs are presented in Fig. 5.

The neutron spetrum during the reator irradiation is omposed of the true

Maxwellian spetrum at thermal energies and an epithermal omponent with

a typial 1/E

n

behavior, whih is taken into aount by the resonane integral.

At the irradiation position the ratio of epithermal ux with E

n

>0.4 eV and

the thermal ux was 4/70.
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Fig. 4. The alulated neutron spetrum ompared to the experimentally dedued

spetrum from Ratynski & K�appeler [12℄.

2.5 The

135

Cs target

The

135

Cs sample used in this work was produed at Los Alamos National

Laboratory with a high resolution mass separator. It was spei�ed to ontain

1.8�10

15 135

Cs atoms, orresponding to a total mass of �400 ng, implanted in

a graphite dis 0.1 mm in thikness and 6 mm in diameter. A small remaining

137

Cs impurity of 167 Bq ould be used to monitor the sample mass throughout

the measurements. The sample disk was anned in a irular graphite box with

0.8 mm thik walls.

3 Results and disussion

3.1 Cross setion

The neutron apture ross setion of the unstable

135

Cs for the energy spetra

of Fig. 5 was found equal to 164�10 and 34.8�3.0 mbarn at 30 and 500 keV

respetively. For diret omparison, the ross setion provided in the ENDF/B-

VI library (http://www.nnd.bnl.gov/nnd/endf/end�ntro.html) was folded

with the experimental neutron spetra. As shown in Table 1 the experimental
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Fig. 5. The neutron energy spetra seen by the Cs sample in the irradiations at 30

keV (upper panel) and 500 keV (lower panel), as dedued with the NYIELD ode

and the GEANT4 alulations.

results are 20% lower than the alulated values of the ENDF/B-VI data base.

However, this fator being equal for both energies indiates that the shape of

the evaluated ross setion follows the experimental points.

Based on the experimental data, re�ned statistial model alulations were

performed to obtain the (n,) ross setions of all unstable Cs isotopes. The

results of the theoritial alulations were used to determine the Maxwellian

averaged ross setion values for a set of thermal energies harateristi of the

helium burning senarios of the thermally pulsing AGB stars.The astrophys-

ial aspets as well as a more detailed desription of this work an be found

elsewere [14℄.

3.2 Half-life of

136

Cs

Disrepanies in the half-life of

136

Cs between the values of Katoh et al.

[7℄ (12.63 � 0.04 d) and the most reent ompilation [15℄ (13.16 � 0.03 d)

prompted us to resolve this problem by measuring the deay urve after the

reator ativation. The intensities of the 819 and 1048 keV lines from the de-
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Table 1

The measured and evaluated apture ross setions (in mbarn)

Energy Experiment (ENDF/B-VI) Ratio

(keV)

30 keV 164�10 204 0.804

500 keV 34.8�3.0 43.6 0.798

Table 2

Experimental half-life of

136

Cs

Transition energy (keV)) Half-life (d)

818.5 13.04�0.03

1048 13.04�0.04

ay of

136

Cs were determined daily during a period of 37 d (Fig. 6). In all

these runs, a statistial unertainty of less than 1% was ahieved. The �t of

the respetive deay urves provided perfetly onsistent results or both tran-

sitions (Table 2). The ombined value of 13.04 � 0.03 d is ompatible with

Ref. [15℄ but deviates from the measurement of Katoh et al. [7℄ by 10 standard

deviations.

Partiular attention was paid to the laim [7℄ that previous half-life measure-

ments may have had problems with the pile-up orretions. At the start of this

measurement, the ounting of the Clover detetors was 2.3 kHz, orresponding

to �285 ounts/se for eah of the eight independent Ge rystals. This rate

was suÆiently low, that the pile-up orretion was negligible.
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Fig. 6. The deay urve of

136

Cs obtained from the ounting rates of the transitions

at 819 keV and 1048 keV (upper and lower panel, respetively).
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